MEMORANDUM – ADDENDUM NO. 1

To: Interested Vendors
From: Cindy Clack
Date: 4/17/2018

To date, the following questions have been submitted for RFB2018-24:

Questions:
1) What will be the allowed work hours on this project?

   Response: Monday –Saturday (Sun up to Sun Down).

2) Will the contractor be required to use a MTV (Shuttle Buggy) when placing the 12.5mm GP2 or 12.5mm Blend 1 mixes?

   Response: Not required.

3) Will the contractor be required to have Railroad Insurance and Railroad Flagmen when performing the work on Atlanta Hwy.?

   Response: No, Contractor will not be working in RR Right of Way.

4) Will the contractor be required to mill and pave into side roads?

   Response: Yes, but not all side roads. Barrow County will specify in field. This is specified in Line Item #3 on Bid Form.

5) Will the contractor be required to pave into driveways or can the contractor run the spreader gate out at each driveway?

   Response: Some driveways may need to be paved into, depending on grade. Barrow County will specify in field.

6) Will the contractor be required to install Advanced Warning Signs on post or can these signs be placed on tripods?

   Response: Tripods will be o.k.

7) What will be the required time for the contractor to cover up milled surfaces?

   Response: No more than 20 Days for Line Item #3.

8) Will the contractor be required to pave turn lanes?

   Response: Yes.
9) Will the contractor be required to supply compaction testing and cores for the asphalt paving?

**Response:** Cores required, see line item #30 on Bid Form.

10) On the FDR will the contractor be required to sand the prime?

**Response:** Yes.

11) In the proposal it states that Barrow Co. will install the Low/Soft Shoulder Signs – is this correct?

**Response:** Yes.

12) Will the contractor be required to place barrels on the shoulders that receive shoulder reconstruction?

**Response:** Barrels as required per Line item 29, Traffic Control.

13) What will be the required time for paving the FDR roads after the FDR has been completed?

**Response:** Min. 2 weeks from FDR.